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INTRODUCTION

Quality is a complex word, which can be connected to every area of human life. It can mean a

superiority of kind, an unquestioned quality, a degree of excellence, or a quality of a human

being as "a man of quality".

According to Susan M. Heathfield the quality is defined as "the outcome of the sum of all of

the features and characteristics of a program, process, or service that impact their ability to

meet or surpass the needs and requirements of a customer. Quality is a measure of

excellence; quality defines desirable characteristics of a product, a process, or a service.

Quality refers also to the character traits of an individual. One of the qualities of a  person is

his or her ability to share the mission and vision in such a way that people want to follow and

accomplish the goals. "

We can see that the understanding of quality is neither uniformed nor consistent. Therefore a

definition of quality can be helpful for common understanding of following thoughts. ISO

(1995) defined quality as „Totality of characteristics of an entity that bears on its ability to

satisfy stated and implied needs.“

According to this we can say that "quality" means a process of constant improvement and not

a definite end, as human needs are in process of constant growing and changing.

In this report I will focus on the quality issues and its indicators that we came accross during

the interviews in the Vocational adult education centre TAKK and Polytechnic TAMK, located

in Tampere. Further on I will try to compare them to Slovenian aspects of education and try to

move beyond the practical matters toward ideology as the centre of the "quality in education".



1. THE FUNCTION OF THE TAKK AND TAMK

The Finnish higher education system consists of two sectors: universities and polytechnics.

Polytechnics are developed as part of the national and international higher education

community, with special emphasis on their expertise in working life and its development. The

polytechnics award professionally oriented higher education degrees, which take 3.5 or 4

years. The entry requirements are either an upper secondary school certificate or a vocational

diploma.

Vocational diploma can be gained at the Adult educational institutions, specificly, at TAKK. It

offers three levels of qualifications:

1. Vocational Qualification (VQ)- a proof that a learner has a basic knowledge and skills in the

profession.

2. Further Vocational Qualification (FQ) - a proof that learner has the skills and knowledge

required from a professional in the field.

3. Specialist Vocational Qualification (SQ) - a proof that a learner masters the most

demanding jobs in the field.

Students have the possibility to go from TAKK to TAMK for continuing their studies. The other

way around happens rarley but it is not impossible, as we received an information at TAKK

that they also have some students who came from the Polytechnic and changed their field of

study.



2. QUALITY ISSUES AND IDEOLOGY

Education is a great concern of governments since it has been recognized as ideological

instrument for society long ago in history and few decades ago as the promissing economic

investment of the country. People are highly  incouraged to use their talents productively for

their sake and for the better of the society.

Technological developments are giving directions for planning of education.  And because

people are the moving force of technological aparatures they are the variable factor calling for

investments. So investments in human capital are therefore gaining on their importance more

and more.

It has been discussed about the quality of a labour force, which can not exist without the

relative quality of education. The quality of the labour is important  for effecting the

economical growth of the countries. And education is a "shaper" of working force, that can

enable the desired economical growth.

This could be at least one of the reasons why quality and effectiveness of education are

nowdays so important.

That is why it is important for the education to achieve the highest level  of quality of

education possible. However, we may focus on many factors that could raise the quality and

effectiveness of education. In our interviews we have focused on certain indicators that could

measure quality of those educational institutions but measurability was crtainly not definite.

We have focused esspecially on teaching methods, environment descriptions, awakeness of

lifelong and lifewide learning desire, teacher training and meeting requirements of the world of

work.



I was eagerly looking for cooperative group leraning because it stimulates the development of

skills and competences such as oral communication, critical thinking, team-work, social skills

etc. In TAKK the emphasis is greater on the cooperative and tutorial learning so they can

manage practical leraning with many students, which we could also see (look report from

TAKK and TAMK), but in the TAMK it was more or less still present in the documents.

    However both educational institutions are very well equipped so that the environment is

prepared for certain quality level of education.

    Next indicator was considered to be awakeness of lifelong and lifewide learning which is

impossible to measure without students¨ participation, which was the greatest critical

disadvantage of our evaluational interviews.

Nevertheless the role of these concepts is also to accelerate the flexibility of the

responsiveness of the sistems of education and training  to the demanding world of work. It is

important for the quality of education that there is constant harmony or balance between the

offers of education and requirements of labour market. Both, TAKK and TAMK are having

constant discussions with companies, whether by providing certain services for them, like

selling products or by practicing apprenticeship. This way they are meeting requirements of

the world of work.

And it is not only important for students to be up to date or "appropriate" for the labour market

but this counts also for teachers, their "shapers". Not only being aknowledgable with

inovations on the certain working fields but also in educational area. So quality and

effectiveness of education have become of so great importance that  all the attention is

focused on measurable indicators only.  Directions and rules come from the government to

institutions and toward teachers. This is a phenomena called governance from distance. It

does give more authorithy to teachers but on the other hand it makes them more uncertain

about how to leacture, feeling that relying on their instincts is certanly not the "right" response

in the classroom. Being told exactly what to do, how to teach makes them confused and in

danger of forgeting most important things that could be or alrady were left behind somewhere

along the way, common values.

What is more, schools are becoming industries, with the main aim of producing "qualified



outcomes" for the human labour, for the economy. Skills are that matters, that can be

transferable on the local, national or global area. But if we only measure quality and

effectiveness of these competitive educational institutions aren"t we transforming educational

institutions into enterprises? Isn"t the mission of the school not only to be qualified and

effective in prepearing pupils to the world of work, but more important, in prepearing them for

life as active moral citizens and members of society.

Therefore we can understandably be afraid of loosing the importance of values that the

schools should teach and perform.

Humans form society and society forms velues, so if the school is a great ideological

instrument of the society, then its task ( among many others) is also to form humans and to

"teach" new generations about values of the society.

Moreover I believe that morality, which definitely is not to be left out, is endangered too.

Which Institution plays greatest part in shaping moral citizens if not educational institution.

Why teachers have so much troubles with students nowdays even more than before? It is

happening almost everywhere even in Slovenia, that teachers are gaining the authority from

the side of the government but losing it when it comes to pupils, not being capable of

managing them properly. Is there even enough room for authonomy among so many new

demands. Perhaps the lack of emphasis put on values and morality could be at least one of

potential resons for this. And it could be, that VET institutions are even more under preasure

of the labour market and so more in danger of forgeting values of human beings.

Well, during our interviews we have come to this kind of contradictions as in both, TAKK and

TAMK, we have asked about the missions or goals of the educational institution and have

received almost identical answers. The goals said, were "to prepare students for the

proffessions that they are studying for" and "successful employment" but there were not

mentioned the "non economical goals" like "taching" values, developing moral people,

assuring personal growth, selfesteem, virtues, means, equality, knowledge etc.

 I believe that philosophical concepts of education (paideia, humanitas, Bildung etc.) are

basics for if the quality of education is to be improved.

Slovenia is also facing this kind of "danger" when eagerly following the requirements of EU



quality  frameworks. As Slovenia has been falling behind in some "economical " aspects of

education (measurable indicators), the danger of this kind is even greater. Slovenian factors

of quality are mostly concentrating on upbringing and education, organisational forms,

contents and methods of work, but this is only paper formality. What is going on in practice is

falling behind and is therefore still questioned.

For example, practical training is requred for students of education, but nobody is making

shure that the practice is a benefit for studetns. It is still more or less only a demand

necessary of being followed by educational institutions. There is not only a few sudents who

are unsatisfied with it, but I think it is still in progress.

Comparatively, Finland and Slovenia are quite far away when it comes to question of quality

of education. This is a result of many factors contributing to it.

Nevertheless quality of education consits of many unmeasurable factors which contribute to

its improvement. If we only want to compare measurable factors in education and afterwards

try to implement them, the result could never be the same. So if we make an example that

Slovenia would try to implement the same system as Finland, the outcomes would not be the

same. This is a great proof that amnong all factors that constitute quality of eduaction, exist

also unmeasurable and unimplementable ones.

It means that people, teachers and students are a part of quality, as humans not as objects

and quality of education is highly affected by them.

That is another fact why common values and morality are of great importance, especially for

education. As not only skills and knowledge are transferable but also morality goes along with

a person to the working environment and to the life of a citizen. There is no cost-effectivenes

analysis needed for reraising the values in education.



CONCLUSION

As it was said already few decades ago, that the development of individual and comunity

should be harmonized and best way is to join education and work. VET has capacities to

maintain them in harmony, but as soon as one starts to overgo, the balance is lost and

dualism can arise between materialism and humanity.

Educational institutions are being labeled more and more for their quality, as they are

compeeting between each other for achieving higher quality and effectiveness. Moreover,

higher quality and effectiveness in the world of economy mean more customers and higher

prices. So educational institutions, as TAKK stated, are also putting a lot of effort for being

successful in serving their customers, their students, which means more customers and

somewhere even higher prices.

There is nothing bad in striving for greater quality of education, it brings a lot of advantages,

and serving students as customers of education means putting them to the front, enabling

proper education. But on the other hand neglecting others, primary and already historical

missions of education, can mean greater disadvantages that are ireplacable and can leave

negative cosequences on humans as moral persons following common values.

Nevertheless these indicators can be differently looked at in different ideologies of certain

countries. Teachers are transmitors of ideologies of a nation they play important role in

shaping future civilians, which means that quality depends on their personal skills and

competences. Nations differ between themselves, cultural backgroud differs in every country,

so indicators of quality from this point of view can be seen unreliable, because ideology is

diffrent in different countries.

EU has put to the top important values that would represent almost universal values of

education, common to all European nations. But on the other hand diversity still remains, and

so it is hard evaluate quality taking into account only measurable indicators of it, but it would

be recomended if possible to look at quality from nation¨s ideologies, culture and nature of

people.



ADDITION - LEARNING DIARY THOUGHTS

At the begining of the course my view of what quality of education can hold was more or less

narrow. With joining reading of EU documents and field work my view became broader. I saw

in practice how documents and actual practice can differ grately. One thing is to write certain

ideas and rules or concepts down on the paper, but completely another is to implement them

in practice, actually follow them.

Moreover, from one lesson to antoher my group has becoming smaller and smaller. So at the

beginning I was in a very productive group, where cooperation was at the highest level. Later

on I have experienced the smallest group possible, a group of two, where difficulties arrised

and motivation

was lowering and at that time we certainly needed help from teacher, the facilitator. Later on I

was experiencing individual work combined with tutoring.

I was studying methods of teaching here in Tampere and I have experienced them as well in

this course. Another confirmation was gained for me, that practice can differ greatly or fall

behind from "perfect" or "idealized" theory.

I have realized that despite all, we always need another eyes, another person to guide us or

to open another aspect that would otherwise remain hidden.

Learning from another in a discussion is more effective than learning from a book that does

not give you any feedback, although it is a necessity for the discussion to take place, a

necessity to confront your ideas and concepts with those of others.

It was a great opportunity for me to actually use all the knowledge I have gained throughout

my staying here in Tampere.

I have not ever had such a huge and rich experience in all of my attended courses, so it is not

so easy for me to write down all the things I have learned.



Nevertheless It was quite lots of work to do but I believe it was a great benefit for me as my

horizons have broaden greatly.


